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Afghanistan in mid-2003 was at a point of transition—a strategic 
fork in the road. major combat operations had ended in 2001, devolving 

into a long-term pursuit of taliban and al-Qaeda remnants, and humanitarian 
support was beginning to enlarge the nascent reconstruction effort; but tal-
iban-related activity was increasing in the south and east of the country, while 
heavily armed militias continued to dominate many areas. Politically, however, 
optimism across the nation was almost tangible. Plans were underway for a 
nationwide loya jirga (grand council) to draft a new constitution, an effort to 
begin the democratic process that would move beyond the 2002 jirga, which 
had appointed hamid Karzai the leader of a transitional government. addition-
ally, presidential and parliamentary elections were being planned for 2004. 

the Bonn process had organized the overwhelming international sympathy 
toward afghanistan with lead nations designated to oversee security sector 
reform.1 international support for stabilizing afghanistan was strong, focused 
upon the Un assistance mission to afghanistan (Unama), which was 
led by the renowned and influential algerian diplomat Lakhdar Brahimi. a 
5500-person international security assistance force (isaf) had transitioned 
into a natO-led mission, but remained confined to security duties in Kabul. 
On balance, however, the nationwide writ of the provisional government in 
Kabul was tenuous at best, and increasing security concerns threatened to 
undermine both international support and the nascent political process.  

Unfortunately, the U.s.-led military coalition was not well postured to 
counter the rising threat. Coordination between the military and interagency 
partners was hampered by a U.s. Embassy and military headquarters separated 
by over forty kilometers. Unity of effort suffered; the military command and 
control situation was in flux; our tactical approach was enemy-focused and 
risked alienating the afghan people; and the substantial draw of operations in 

Strategy without Tactics 
is the slowest road to Victory.  

Tactics without Strategy is  
the noise before Defeat.

—Sun tzu
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iraq had put severe limits on the availability of key 
military capabilities for afghanistan. to make mat-
ters more difficult, the american military leadership 
was rotating, and the first U.s. ambassador since 
1979 had departed with no replacement. Clearly, 
without a significant change in course, afghanistan 
was at risk.

this article outlines the changes subsequently 
made to U.s. strategy in afghanistan. it depicts 
the approach, begun in October 2003, to create a 
successful counterinsurgency (COin) campaign 
in “the other war” that resulted in over two years 
of relative stability and progress. it also provides 
a brief assessment of the situation in afghanistan 
now, as we move toward the end of 2007.

The Military Situation— 
Summer 2003

in mid-2003, the U.s.-led coalition embodied over 
12,000 troops representing 19 nations. it was led by 
Combined Joint task force (CJtf)-180, formed in 
June 2002 as the forward headquarters in afghani-
stan and based at the old soviet airbase at Bagram, 
a 20-minute helicopter flight north from Kabul. 

the U.s. had downsized the original CJtf 
in the spring of 2003, replacing a powerful and 
well-resourced three-star-led headquarters (XViii 
airborne Corps) and a subordinate division head-
quarters (task force 82) with a single division-
level headquarters (10th mountain division).2 as 
a result, operational tasks once performed by the 
corps headquarters and tactical tasks performed by 
the division headquarters were now assigned to one 
headquarters struggling to oversee both levels of 
war for a very large theater of operations. 

in Kabul, an Office of military Cooperation 
(OmC) had been formed in mid-2002 to take on 
the mission of building the afghan national army 
(ana), and de facto a number of political- military 
tasks as well.3 the focus of the U.s. military effort 
in the aftermath of the december 2001 fall of the 
taliban had been two-fold: to hunt down the rem-
nants of al-Qaeda and the taliban across the rugged 
landscape of southern and eastern afghanistan, and 
to build the ana. “nation-building” was explicitly 
not part of the formula.4 

despite the presence of a large U.s.-led com-
bined and joint civil-military operations task force 
(CJCmOtf) then based in Kabul, the military focus 

on reconstruction was limited. four provincial 
reconstruction teams (PRts) had been created—two 
american teams at gardez and Konduz, a British 
effort at mazar-e-sharif, and a new Zealand mis-
sion in Bamian. all four were in relatively quiet 
areas. there was no PRt presence in the more 
volatile south and only one in the east (at gardez), 
although an expansion of four more PRts had been 
planned for the spring of 2004. 

Overall, the military span of control in afghani-
stan was vast: one division-size joint task force 
headquarters (with a series of temporary com-
manders in the summer of 2003) supported over 
10,000 soldiers of a multinational force conducting 
security and reconstruction efforts across a nation 
the size of texas with a population of 31 million. 
(afghanistan is nearly 50 percent larger than iraq 
and has 4 million more people).5

Of even greater concern, only one ground 
maneuver brigade had tactical responsibility for 
this immense battlespace. to complicate matters, 
special forces, civil-military operations, aviation, 
and logistics commands operated throughout the 
battlespace, but reported individually to the CJtf-
180 headquarters in Bagram—not to the ground 
brigade commander.6 

 the primary approach on the ground was enemy-
centric. Conventional units operated out of size-
able bases such as Bagram or Kandahar or smaller 
forward operating bases such as shkin or Orgun-e. 
they gathered intelligence, planned operations, and 
sortied on “raids,” which could be small, prolonged 
patrols of some days’ duration or battalion-size 
operations lasting several weeks (e.g., Operation 
mountain Lion). Underlying these actions was 
the concept that intelligence drives operations; as 
a result, tactical operations inevitably remained 
focused on the enemy. 

this “raid strategy” combined with the small 
number of troops had the effect of largely separating 
coalition forces from the afghan people. the tactics, 
techniques, and procedures (ttP) units used often 
worsened this separation. “tossing” whole villages 
in a cordon-and-search operation based on an intel-
ligence tip, regardless of its accuracy, could quickly 
alienate a neutral or even friendly populace. 

at the time, the U.s. military had not published 
COin doctrine since Vietnam, and units had rela-
tively little training in COin before their arrival 
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in country. there was much “learning by doing” 
and even disagreement as to whether the fight in 
afghanistan was a COin fight at all. in fact, unit 
commanders were forbidden from using the word 
“counterinsurgency” in describing their opera-
tions—they were executing a “counterterrorist” 
mission in keeping with U.s. strategic guidance 
and an operational focus on the enemy.7 

in view of this situation, the commander of U.s. 
Central Command (CEntCOm) recognized the 
need for a different headquarters configuration. in 
October 2003, he ordered a new three-star coali-
tion headquarters to stand up in Kabul and focus 
on political-military efforts, permitting the two-star 
Jtf headquarters at Bagram to focus more fully 
on tactical operations.8 this initiative represented 
a distinct break from the previous belief that the 
overall military headquarters should be somewhat 
removed from the capital, in part to avoid entangle-
ment in the political complexities of a city of three 
million afghans. Kabul was interlaced with all 
manner of international embassies, special envoys, 
natO isaf units, Unama, and a plethora of 
nongovernmental organizations (ngOs), all work-
ing to bring a better future to afghanistan—but 
in a free-wheeling, confusing, and sometimes 
counterproductive mix. “Kabul will consume 
you,” warned one senior U.s. commander who had 
served in Bagram.9

A Counterinsurgency Strategy
although the story of how we created a three-

star operational headquarters with no existing core 
staff (and from a start point of six members!) in an 
ongoing operational environment holds important 
lessons of its own, the centerpiece of this article is 
the evolution of a COin strategy for afghanistan.10 
the latter story began shortly after my arrival in 
country, when Lakhdar Brahimi asked us to develop 
an approach to address the deteriorating security sit-
uation in the south and east of the country. the Un 
had responsibility for devising and implementing a 
plan to hold afghan presidential and parliamentary 
elections in 2004, and it was becoming clear that 
the organization would be unable to extend its reach 
into significant parts of the Pashtun southern half 
of afghanistan if the security situation continued to 
remain dangerous there. moreover, a strong taliban 
offensive was expected in the spring of 2004, which 

would further threaten the elections and thus under-
mine the “roadmap” set forth by the international 
community in the Bonn Process.

after 10 days of intense staff work led by my tal-
ented director of planning, a British colonel whose 
22-man J5 (future plans) shop now comprised 
over two-thirds of our entire staff, we were able to 
propose a new approach to security and stability to 
take into 2004.11 initially called “security strategy 
south and East,” this effort quickly grew into a 
comprehensive COin approach for afghanistan. 
Ultimately, it evolved into a detailed campaign 
plan co-written with the U.s. Embassy and broadly 
shared by the afghans and international community. 
titled “Counterinsurgency strategy for afghani-
stan,” the plan was crafted in the absence of U.s. 
military doctrine, but reflected a solid knowledge 
of classic COin approaches. the bookshelves 
in my Kabul offices at the embassy and military 
compound were well stocked with my own COin 
readings and several senior British officers on my 
staff supplied important operational insights from 
their northern ireland tours.12

to outline our strategy in simple terms, we created 
“the five Pillars” diagram (figure 1). this graphic 
became a powerful tool for explaining the basics of 
our strategy to civilians, and within the command it 
circulated down to the very lowest tactical levels. 
in addition to providing an extraordinarily effective 
means of communicating complex ideas, it helped 
us implement the strategy’s fundamentals.13

Overarching Principle 1:  
The People as Center of Gravity

the core principle animating the new strategy was 
our identification of the afghan people as the center 
of gravity for COin (roof of the five pillars).14 this 
constituted a sea change in practice from earlier 
approaches, which had held that the enemy was 
the center of gravity and should be the focus of our 
military effort (a determination driven in part by the 
U.s. strategic outlook in 2003, which viewed nation-
building as an inappropriate military task).

in making this change we were motivated by 
both classic counterinsurgency practice as well as 
thoughtful consideration of afghan military history. 
in late 2003, international forces comprised nearly 
20,000 armed foreigners living in the midst of 31 
million (often armed) afghans who, throughout 
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their history, had shown immense enmity to foreign 
forces. two successive British expeditions in the 
19th century and the massive soviet invasion in the 
late 20th century had provoked virulent responses 
from the people of afghanistan—each ending in the 
bloody demise of the foreign military presence. in 
fact, the “light footprint” approach taken by U.s. 
force planners was, in many respects, derived from 
a strong desire not to replicate the soviet attempt 
at omnipresence.15 

in our emerging strategy, i viewed the tolerance 
of the afghan people for this new international mili-
tary effort as a “bag of capital,” one that was finite 
and had to be spent slowly and frugally. afghan 
civilian casualties, detainee abuse, lack of respect 
shown to tribal elders, even inadvertent offenses to 
the conservative afghan culture—all would have 
the effect of spending the contents of this bag of 
capital, tolerance for foreigners, more quickly. 

With “respect for afghans” as our watchword, 
we decided that convincing the afghan people to 
commit to their future by supporting elections for 
a new government would be the near-term center-
piece of coalition efforts. thus, our military “main 
effort” in 2004 would be explicitly to “set the con-
ditions for a successful afghan presidential elec-
tion”—certainly an unconventional military focus. 

One of the changes in our military approach evinced 
by this focus on the population was a near-ironclad 
prohibition against using airpower to strike targets 
not directly engaged in close combat with coali-
tion troops. air strikes based solely on technical 
intelligence were almost entirely eliminated owing 
both to their conspicuous lack of success and the 
unintended casualties they characteristically caused 
among afghan civilians. in my estimation, this new 
judicious reserve in the application of coalition fire-
power helped sustain the people’s fragile tolerance 
of an extended international military presence. in 
essence, we traded some tactical effect for much 
more important strategic consequences.

Overarching Principle 2:  
Unity of Purpose

a second principle of our strategy was interagency 
and international unity of purpose. militarily, this 
was paralleled by a deliberate and measured reor-
ganization to achieve unity of command in coalition 
operations. as noted above, our military organiza-
tional structures had evolved unevenly as forces 
echeloned into afghanistan in disparate increments 
following the taliban’s fall in late 2001. during the 
execution of that early operational phase, most U.s. 
troops were based outside of afghanistan, and those 
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in-country had only begun to establish what would 
become long-term operating bases. during 2002, 
Bagram and Kandahar became the primary base 
locations for large units, logistical infrastructure, 
and coalition airpower. as more units were added 
to the mix, and as the coalition presence continued 
long beyond initial expectations, a patchwork line 
of command authorities had evolved—an unsurpris-
ing situation given the need to cover a huge country 
with a small sliver of forces. 

Our moves over the next months focused on 
establishing two ground brigade-level headquarters, 
one assigned the hazardous south and the other 
the volatile east (figure 2).16 (the northern half of 
the country remained largely free from any enemy 
threat, and thus became an economy-of-force area.) 
the brigades’ headquarters in the south and east 
became centers for regional command and control of 
forces in the vast southern half of the country. Each 
brigade was assigned an area of operations spanning 
its entire region. all organizations operating in this 

battlespace worked directly for or in support of the 
brigade commander. this was a striking and power-
ful organizational change. 

Establishing unity of purpose in the non-military 
sphere was much more difficult. arguably, the 
greatest flaw in our 21st-century approach to COin 
is our inability to marshal and fuse efforts from all 
the elements of national power into a unified whole. 
this failure has resulted in an approach akin to 
punching an adversary with five outstretched fingers 
rather than one powerful closed fist. 

Oftentimes, this rift has had its origin in relations 
between the U.s. chief of mission (i.e., our ambassa-
dor) and the military commander—each reporting to 
different chains of command in the midst of a nation 
embroiled in a counterinsurgency war.   afghanistan 
in 2003 was no exception—a situation made even 
more difficult by personnel turnover. after the U.s. 
ambassador departed in July without a replacement, 
the deputy chief of mission served as the acting 
chief for four months, and the presidential special 
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envoy for iraq and afghanistan, Zalmay Khalilzad, 
shuttled in and out. Ultimately named as the new 
U.s. ambassador, Khalilzad arrived for full-time 
duties on thanksgiving day 2003—but retained his 
special envoy status and thus had direct and regular 
access to the president as well as to the department 
of state (dOs).17 as the U.s. and coalition military 
commander, i reported to the commander of U.s. 
Central Command, general John P. abizaid, and 
through him to the secretary of defense and the 
president. Our system dictates that our top diplomat 
and main military commander receive orders from 
and report to different people, coming together 
only at the president. moreover, the cultural differ-
ences which separate the departments of state and 
defense—and their people—are well known. 

fortunately, chemistry counts, and personalities 
matter. ambassador Khalilzad and i both recognized 
that our personal relationship would set the tone for 
embassy and military teams across afghanistan. We 
established a strong personal bond in Kabul that 
became a keystone in what would be a seamless 
approach to the interagency challenges we faced 
in afghanistan.18 (in retrospect, i have viewed this 
approach as much akin to a “supporting-supported” 
relationship between the military and the embassy for 
many tasks involving other than the military elements 
of power). my guidance to our staff was that as the 
most powerful organization in the country, we would 
take a direct interest in everything—not just the tra-
ditional warfighting piece. as i told an exasperated 
and overworked staff officer in October 2003: “We 
own it all!”19 Our tactics outside the military arena 
would largely be characterized as “leading from the 
rear” but were nonetheless very effective. to demon-
strate personal commitment to this unified embassy-
military approach, i moved into a half-trailer on the 
embassy compound and established an office there 
next to the ambassador’s. i began each day attend-
ing country-team and core security-group meetings 
with our new ambassador. the message to our staffs 
was unambiguous: there would be no “white space” 
between the military and interagency effort in Kabul, 
and by extension, throughout afghanistan.

the close personal relationship the ambassador 
and i established paid us both immense dividends. 
through daily meetings of key players in the 
embassy, we developed a common view of the fight 
that further cemented the unity of our integrated 

effort. this shared view significantly shaped our 
unified interagency approach. it also had a major 
impact on the direction of our military efforts.20 

Building teamwork and consensus among the 
diverse international players in Kabul was more 
problematic. the simple challenge was getting all 
the players on the same playing field, playing the 
same sport, and moving toward the same set of goal 
posts. (having everyone in the same jersey was not 
expected!) We spent significant personal time and 
military staff effort building close relations with the 
afghans, Unama, foreign embassies, the media, 
and even the ngO community. a key element in 
developing our COin campaign plan was “shopping 
it around” in draft form—first to the members of the 
U.s. Embassy, then to the broader set of international 
and afghan players who would be essential in sup-
porting its goals. this unconventional approach 
sent a message of inclusion to all those committed 
to afghanistan’s future. at the same time, it signifi-
cantly refined and improved our planning. 

We also seconded five military staff officers 
to the ambassador packaged as an unusual new 
group, the Embassy interagency Planning group, or 
EPig. Led by a brilliant army military intelligence 
colonel, this small core of talented planners—the 
“piglets”—applied structured military staff plan-
ning to the diverse requirements ambassador 
Khalilzad faced in shaping the interagency response 
in afghanistan.21 With the ambassador’s guidance, 
the EPig drafted the embassy’s mission perfor-
mance plan, and it developed and tracked metrics 
for him on all aspects of interagency and military 
performance. Eventually, we also seconded mili-
tary officers from our headquarters to many of the 
embassy’s key sections to augment a small, young 
country team. this served two important purposes: 
it lent structured planning and organizing support to 
overworked embassy offices, and it kept our mili-
tary team well connected to the embassy’s efforts 
across the spectrum. this move, too, contributed 
to building a unified team with close personal ties, 
trust, and confidence. 

Five Pillars
as figure 1 depicts, our COin plan for afghanistan 

had five pillars: 
●	Defeat	terrorism	and	deny	sanctuary.	
●	Enable	the	Afghan	security	structure.	
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●	Sustain	area	ownership.	
●	Enable	reconstruction	and	good	governance.
●	Engage	regional	states.	
Linking these pillars together was information 

operations (iO)—winning the war of ideas. 
the keys to delivering on our COin strategy were 

to implement and integrate the actions called for by 
these pillars, and to have every platoon, squad, and 
team in afghanistan clearly understand their intent. 
We had departed notably from previous, more con-
strained approaches by naming the afghan people 
as our operational center of gravity and by focusing 
on unity of purpose across diverse stakeholders. 
the five pillars reflected our reassessment of how 
to apply even long-standing military capabilities 
in new directions. 

Defeat terrorism and deny sanctuary. as we 
switched our focus from the enemy to the people, 
we did not neglect the operational tenet of main-
taining pressure on the enemy. selected special 
operations forces (sOf) continued their full-time 
hunt for al-Qaeda’s senior leaders. the blood debt 
of 9/11 was nowhere more keenly felt every day 
than in afghanistan. no soldier, sailor, airman, or 
marine serving there ever needed an explanation for 
his or her presence—they “got it.” dedicated units 
worked the al-Qaeda fight on a 24-hour basis and 
continued to do so into 2004 and 2005. 

in some ways, however, attacking enemy cells 
became a supporting effort: our primary objective 
was maintaining popular support. thus, respect for 
the afghan people’s customs, religion, tribal ways, 
and growing feelings of sovereignty became an 
inherent aspect of all military operations. as well, 
the “three-block war” construct became the norm 
for our conventional forces.22 any given tactical 
mission would likely include some mixture of 
kinetics (e.g., fighting insurgents), peacekeeping 
(e.g., negotiating between rival clans), and humani-
tarian relief (e.g., digging wells or assessing local 
needs). the 2001-2003 notion of enemy-centric 
counterterrorist operations now became nested in 
a wholly different context, that of “war amongst 
the people,” in the words of British general sir 
Rupert smith.23 

Our forces in the field once again demonstrated 
their remarkable ability to adjust to changing 
situations with only general guidance—and deliver 
results. When i asked a superb battalion commander 

how, in the absence of doctrine, he was able to shift 
his leaders toward a largely new COin approach 
in the middle of their combat tour, he laughed 
and said: “Easy, sir—Books-a-million.Com!”24 
Reading classic counterinsurgency texts in the 
field became a substitute for official doctrine. the 
realization grew that “first, do no harm” must be 
a central consideration, and that afghan security 
forces must play a visible role in coalition military 
operations. Even local elders were enlisted, for we 
knew that intelligence could often be manipulated 
to settle old scores and discredit our efforts. 

Our growing recognition of the need to respect 
the population eventually led us to develop the 
“fifteen Points,” a coordinated set of guidelines 
(see sidebar) that we proposed to President Karzai in 
response to his growing concerns about the impact 
of coalition military operations. together, we pub-
licized these efforts in order to assure the afghans 
that we recognized and respected the sovereignty 
of their country. this had the intended effect. it 
extended the freedom of action granted to coalition 
forces for perhaps years, allowing us to spend the 
“bag of capital”—afghan tolerance—that much 
more slowly.25

Enable the Afghan security structure. Under 
this pillar, we extended and accelerated the training 
of the afghan national army, and ultimately turned 
our scrutiny to the police as well. the development 
of the ana and the afghan ministry of defense 
(mOd) were significant success stories in the two 
years after the fall of the taliban. despite intense 
tribal rivalries, the ana and mOd were re-created 
with an ethnically balanced, merit-based leader 
selection process that, by late 2003, had established 
both as models among the most-reformed bodies of 
the afghan government. 

the ana training effort produced ethnically 
balanced, well-trained formations down to platoon 
level. the strikingly positive reaction these units 
evoked when they entered villages alongside their 
embedded U.s. trainers stood in stark contrast 
to the reactions elicited by the repressive tribal 
militias then still common in afghanistan. in fact, 
villagers often assumed that ana units were for-
eign forces until their members began to speak in 
local dialects. their professionalism, discipline, 
and combat effectiveness stood out; they became 
sources of national pride. the Office of military 
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Cooperation-afghanistan (OmC-a), initially led 
by major general (now Lieutenant general) Karl 
Eikenberry, produced a remarkable training and 
combat organizational structure from a base of 
near-zero in less than a year’s time. from 2003 to 
2005, no ana formations were defeated or broke in 
combat engagements. moreover, ana units showed 
notable discipline during intense civil-disturbance 
operations—operations for which they had not been 
specifically trained.26

the police forces in afghanistan during this period 
were more problematic. initially under-resourced 
and hampered by a training model that focused on 
the individual policeman (unlike the ana, which 
adopted a “train as units” model), the police program 
faltered until interagency realignments in mid-2005 
permitted OmC-a to assume joint oversight (with 
dOs) of the police. Lobbied for by both the mili-
tary and the embassy from Kabul, this significant 
change allowed the coalition to put lessons learned 
in ana training to good effect in police training. it 
also enabled the coalition to realize economies of 
scale by combining the two forces’ training over-
sight. With the police widely acknowledged to be 
the “first line of defense” in a COin campaign, it 
remains unfortunate that the fusion of police and 
ana training oversight came so late.

Sustain area ownership. in my view, this pillar 
codified the most important, although least vis-
ible, change on the ground. Area ownership is an 
extension of unity of command. Under the previous 
“raid strategy,” units owned no battlespace save the 
ground they were on during a two- or three-week 
operation. Long-term, battlespace was “owned” 
only at the CJtf-180 level in Bagram; no subordi-
nate unit had long-term responsibility for the out-
comes in any specified area. With area ownership, 
we dedicated key contested areas of afghanistan 
(i.e., the south and east) to each maneuver brigade 
and battalion. this seemingly simple concept 
had profound implications. now, rather than pass 
through an area intent on simply routing out an 
enemy based on intelligence derived in a faraway 
operating base, units operated in their own distinct 
territory for up to 12 months. 

Our approach consciously mirrored new York 
City’s very successful policy in the 1990s of hold-
ing police captains responsible for reducing crime 
in their precincts. Like new York’s captains, our 
commanders now “owned” their areas and were 
responsible for results. area ownership meant that 
for the first time in the war, unit commanders had 
a defined area, clear sets of challenges, and direct 
responsibility for long-term outcomes.

 1. No searches of national government property are conducted without COMCFC-AFG approval.
	 2.	 Units	must	coordinate	to	have	a	government	official	present	during	the	search	of	the	property	of	another	govern-

ment	official.
	 3.	 All	units	must	coordinate	for	local	police	or	other	government	officials	when	conducting	searches	unless	there	is	

a compelling and time sensitive reason. Approval authority for this is the regional commander. 
 4. All material/documents taken in a search will be returned, unless the person is detained, in which case the  

property becomes evidence.
 5. Soldiers participating in searches will be briefed on local customs. 
 6. When possible soldiers will ask locals to open locked doors versus forcing entry.
	 7.	 Units	must	avoid	cuffing/binding	hands	unless	necessary	for	security.
	 8.	 During	low	risk	operations,	a	local	person	will	be	asked	to	enter	a	structure	first	to	explain	what	is	happening.
 9. Require Regional Commander approval for conducting night searches.
 10. Units will infuse reconstruction funds into areas where people were detained and subsequently released.
 11. Inform people that the International Committee of the Red Cross has information on detainees. 
 12. Establish a Joint Afghan led board in the Ministry of Interior to provide information on detainees and  

coordinate releases.
	13.	Work	with	national	government	to	identify	ineffective	or	corrupt	local	officials.
 14. Monthly Joint review to identify which units are receiving the most complaints.
 15. Assign an Afghan liaison to each of our units.

The FiFTeen PoinTs
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Of course, they also had the authority to effect 
those outcomes, along with Commanders Emer-
gency Response Program funding to address press-
ing civil needs with a minimum of bureaucracy. 
Commanders could become experts in their areas, 
build personal relations with tribal elders and key 
government officials, convince the population that 
they were there to stay—and then see the results.27 
the areas were unavoidably large—one battalion 
had an area the size of Vermont, another the size of 
Rhode island—but those areas were theirs! again, 
this is classic counterinsurgency, although it was 
new in afghanistan. 

Enable reconstruction and good governance. 
Extending the reach of the central government 
was fundamental to helping afghanistan become a 
nation that embraced the rule of law and entrusted 
its elected government with a monopoly on vio-
lence. as said Jawad, afghan ambassador to the 
U.s., often notes, “afghanistan is a strong nation, 
but a weak state.” afghanistan, over its long his-
tory, has stayed together as a country despite many 
opportunities for powerful interests to fracture the 
nation into separate tribal parts. at the same time, 
the power of the nation’s legitimate institutions 
grows weaker with every kilometer of distance from 
Kabul. Effective local government remains elusive, 
and traditional tribal and clan cultures hold power-
ful sway even today throughout much of the coun-
tryside—and will likely do so for generations. the 
primary military instrument designed to address this 
challenge was the provincial reconstruction team. 

Conceived in 2002 by a British officer, PRts were 
80- to 100-person organizations normally posted to 
provincial capitals. Led by a colonel or lieutenant 
colonel, they typically comprised a security force, 
medical and logistics components, a civil affairs team, 
a command and control element, and senior repre-
sentatives from the afghan ministry of interior, U.s. 
dOs, Usaid, and in certain areas, the U.s. depart-
ment of agriculture. the mission of the PRts included 
security and reconstruction, in fine balance. a PRt’s 
very presence in an area served as a catalyst for both, 
and it signified the international and afghan com-
mitment to bettering the lives of the people through 
improved government support. a multinational PRt 
executive steering committee in Kabul, co-chaired 
by the afghan minister of interior and U.s./coalition 
commander, coordinated the PRt effort.28

PRts became a powerful offensive weapon in 
our strategic arsenal as we crafted our plans for 
2004 in afghanistan. the four existing PRts, as 
mentioned earlier, were deployed in largely quiet 
areas (gardez, Konduz, mazar-e-sharif, Bamian) 
with the next four being developed at a very deliber-
ate pace. We soon accelerated the latter by largely 
disassembling the combined and joint civil-military 
operations task force  headquarters in Bagram and 
sending its well-resourced pool of civil affairs 
experts to form new PRts in the field. the imme-
diate goal became eight new PRts in the south 
and east of afghanistan, so that when the snows 
melted in the spring of 2004, we would have newly 
deployed PRts confronting the taliban across the 
most contested areas. (figure 3) 

this bold move sent an incontrovertible message 
about the progress of the security and reconstruction 
effort into the most dangerous areas of afghanistan. 
it was a calculated risk. PRts had little ability to 
defend themselves, but the enemy well understood 
that 20 minutes after a distress call, any PRt in south-
ern afghanistan could have combat aircraft with 
bombs overhead and a rapid reaction force ready 
to arrive soon thereafter. the 2001 offensive that 
toppled the taliban had produced a healthy respect 
for american airpower that allowed us, among other 
things, to conduct small patrols far from our bases 
in relative security. PRts similarly benefitted from 
air support, and leveraged it regularly.

Engage regional states. this task fell largely 
into my in-box, but senior leaders at our tactical 
headquarters in Bagram ably supported me.29 Com-
bined forces Command-afghanistan’s (CfC-a) 
combined joint operations area for UsCEntCOm 
included all of afghanistan, all of Pakistan less 
Jammu and Kashmir, and the southern portions of 
Uzbekistan and tajikistan. Our forces conducted 
combat operations only in afghanistan, but my 
charter gave me authority to travel and interact 
regularly with the senior security leaders of the 
other three countries—with particular emphasis 
on Pakistan. 

this Pakistani component of engagement was 
necessary to address border-security issues between 
afghanistan and Pakistan (the taliban operated in 
both) and to assist the Pakistanis in their own efforts 
to disrupt and defeat so-called “miscreants” in their 
tribal areas adjacent to afghanistan. Quarterly 
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tripartite conferences chaired at my level (and sup-
ported by the U.s. embassies in Kabul and islam-
abad) brought together afghanistan’s and Pakistan’s 
senior security leaders to address security issues 
of mutual concern. CJtf-180 (and later CJtf-76) 
also hosted monthly tactical border-security meet-
ings along the ill-defined Pakistan-afghanistan 
border to reduce local tensions; exchange radios, 
communications frequencies, and procedures; 
and build cross-border relations at the local level. 
frequent trips to islamabad rounded out our effort 
and kept me closely engaged with senior Pakistani 
military leaders. 

all this engagement paid significant dividends 
when the inevitable exchange of fire across the 
border occurred between U.s. or afghan and 
Pakistani forces. the close military ties that grew 
from building relationships also helped encourage 
Pakistani action against the enemy on Pakistan’s 
side of the border. in mid-2004, the Pakistani 
army conducted major operations in the feder-

ally administered tribal area for the first time in 
Pakistan’s history. the effort inflicted hundreds of 
casualties on the enemy and noticeably disrupted 
taliban and al-Qaeda operations on both sides of 
the border.30

Crosscutting vector: information operations 
(IO). Winning the war of ideas and communicating 
effectively in a wholly foreign culture was among 
the most vexing tasks in our COin strategy. We rec-
ognized early on that winning the war of ideas might 
decide the outcome of the conflict. how would the 
afghan people perceive our efforts? Would they 
retain hope for their future? in the end, would they 
have more faith in the prospects of their own elected 
government and their embryonic political process, 
or would they turn back in despair to the certainty 
of total control represented by the taliban? 

On balance, it became apparent to me that inter-
national forces would always remain at a permanent 
disadvantage in perceptions, and that the iO effort 
had to be first and foremost an afghan one. Our 
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challenge was to do everything we could to be 
truthful, to get the facts out, to let success speak for 
itself, and to create the unshakeable story of good 
outcomes—all uncompromised by “spin.” Results 
ultimately speak for themselves. Without demon-
strably positive results, information operations can 
be perceived as spewing empty words that corrode 
credibility and legitimacy. 

Evaluating Results of COIN, 
2003-2005

in retrospect, the late 2003 shift in strategy from 
an enemy-centric counterterrorist strategy to a more 
comprehensive, population-centered COin approach 
marked a turning point in the U.s. mission. While 
dedicated forces continued unabated the hunt for al-
Qaeda leaders and remnants, the overall direction of 
the U.s.-coalition effort shifted toward a more clas-
sic COin approach (albeit with a very light footprint) 
that would have been familiar to Louis Lyautey, sir 
gerald templer, or Creighton abrams. 

Results over the 2003-2005 period were posi-
tive and dramatic. meeting in a national loya jirga, 
afghans drew up and approved the most moder-
ate constitution then extant in the islamic world. 
throughout the spring and summer of 2004, 10.5 
million afghans—twice as many as had been 
expected to do so—registered to vote in the first-
ever afghan presidential elections. in the face of 
significant insurgent threats, intimidation, and 
violence, 8.5 million afghans actually voted that 
fall, electing hamid Karzai as president with 55 
percent of the vote from among 18 candidates. By 
year’s end, a respected cabinet was in place and a 
peaceful inauguration completed. the year 2005 
built on this success with a nationwide effort again 
turning out millions of voters to elect members of 
the wolesi jirga, or lower house of parliament. the 
winners took their seats by year’s end. 

all in all, as 2005 came to a close, we had 
achieved significant progress toward accomplishing 
the objectives of the 2001 Bonn conference and the 
follow-on 2004 Berlin conference, but most impor-
tantly, we had built a solid basis of hope among the 
afghan people for a better future. Without hope 
among the population, any COin effort is ultimately 
doomed to failure. 

Afghanistan since 2005
much has changed in afghanistan since 2005 

ended so promisingly. the taliban and al-Qaeda have 
gathered strength, changed tactics, and significantly 
increased both their capabilities and their attacks. 
as one measure, there were 139 suicide attacks in 
2006, as compared to 17 in 2005, 5 in 2004, and 2 in 
2003. in the first six months of 2007, there were over 
80 suicide attacks.31 across the border in Pakistan, 
further offensive operations against al-Qaeda and 
the taliban have been largely suspended since the 
aggressive Pakistani military efforts in 2004 disrupted 
much of the terrorist base structure in tribal areas of 
Waziristan.32 Consequently, a large potential sanctu-
ary for the taliban and al-Qaeda has gone largely 
unmolested for nearly three years. 

On the american side of the ledger, the U.s. 
publicly announced in mid-2005 that natO was 
assuming full responsibility for military operations 
throughout afghanistan. By the end of that year, the 
U.s. declared that it was withdrawing 2,500 combat 
troops.33 Unsurprisingly, this was widely viewed in 
the region as the first signal that the United states was 
“moving for the exits,” thus reinforcing long-held 
doubts about the prospects of sustained american 
commitment.34 in my judgment, these public moves 
have served more than any other U.s. actions since 
2001 to alter the calculus of both our friends and 
adversaries across the region—and not in our favor. 

Winning the war of ideas and 
communicating effectively in 
a wholly foreign culture was 

among the most vexing tasks 
in our COIN strategy.

All in all, as 2005 came to a close, 
…we had built a solid basis of hope 

among the Afghan people for a 
better future. Without hope among 
the population, any COIN effort is 

ultimately doomed to failure. 
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as promised, by late 2006 natO had assumed 
command of the military effort in afghanistan, 
commanding over 26,000 troops (including 12,000 
from the U.s.). an additional 10,000 americans 
served under U.s. national control, many in logistics 
units and sOf. twenty-six natO PRts are now 
deployed across afghanistan, but they vary widely 
in size, composition, and mission (according to the 
contributor)—and now report through a different 
chain of command than do natO’s maneuver units 
in the same battlespace. the american-led three-
star CfC-a headquarters has been inactivated, and 
the senior U.s. military commander is a two-star 
general once again located at Bagram—but in tac-
tical command of only one-quarter of the country, 
Regional Command East. headquarters, isaf, has 
tactical responsibility for all of afghanistan—and 
is assisted by a staff including 14 natO gener-
als.35 Operational responsibility for afghanistan 
resides in Brunssum, the netherlands—over 3,000 
miles distant. an american four-star general com-
mands isaf, but he officially reports only through 
natO channels, not U.s. Both the supreme allied 
Commander, Europe, and the Commander of U.s. 
Central Command own the afghan theater and its 
battlespace—and direct forces in afghanistan who 
report separately up their two reporting chains.36 
OmC-a has evolved into Combined security tran-
sition Command-afghanistan and remains located 
in Kabul. no senior U.s. military commander lives 
and works at the american Embassy.  U.s. Embassy 
Kabul is in its final stages of a “normalization,” 
designed to make it function and look like every 
other U.s. embassy in the world. it remains, of 
course, in a combat zone. 

Continual turnover of U.s. senior leaders has 
made continuity of effort a recurrent challenge 
in this very complex COin fight. since 2001, the 
U.s. endeavor in afghanistan has seen five dif-
ferent chiefs of mission and six different military 
commanders—not counting those who served less 
than 60 days.37 since mid-2005, the comprehensive 
U.s.-led COin strategy described above has been 
significantly altered by subsequent military and 
civilian leaders who held differing views. With 
the advent of natO military leadership, there is 
today no single comprehensive strategy to guide 
the U.s., natO, or international effort. Unity of 
purpose—both interagency and international—has 

suffered; unity of command is more fragmented; 
area ownership has receded; and tactics in some 
areas have seemingly reverted to earlier practices 
such as the aggressive use of airpower. 

the “bag of capital” representing the tolerance of 
the afghan people for foreign forces appears to be 
diminishing.38 natO’s isaf has assumed a narrow 
focus on the “20-percent military” dimension of 
COin. it views the remaining “80-percent non-
military” component of successful COin operations 
as falling outside the purview of what is, after all, 
a “military alliance.”39 Both natO and coalition 
tactics, too, seem to convey the belief that the center 
of gravity is no longer the afghan population and 
their security, but the enemy. in many ways, these 
changes take us “back to the future” of 2002 and early 
2003—and they in all likelihood do not augur well 
for the future of our policy goals in afghanistan. 

the afghan people, whose aspirations rose to 
unprecedented heights in the exhilarating days of 
2004 and 2005, have experienced a series of set-
backs and disappointments. Besides facing threats 
from a more dangerous taliban, President Karzai 
is under growing pressure from powerful interests 
inside his own administration. Corruption, crime, 
poverty, and a burgeoning narcotics trade threaten 
to undermine public confidence in the new demo-
cratic government. natO, the designated heir to 
an originally popular international military effort, 
is threatened by the prospects of mounting disaf-
fection among the afghan people. this threat is 
perhaps only exceeded by political risk at home 
in Europe, owing to the prospect of dramatically 
increased natO casualties as the lethality perfected 
in iraq migrates east with jihadist fighters freed to 
fight other battles in afghanistan. 

Looking Ahead— 
Tomorrow and the Day After

at the end of the day, what is most important to the 
United states and to our friends in this region is that 
success or failure in afghanistan will dramatically 
shape the future of a strategically important region 
for decades to come. afghanistan’s popular image 
is that of a backward country once best known as 
a “terrorist-supported state,” but it remains at the 
center of a global energy and trade crossroads—one 
which is only growing in significance. it is also situ-
ated in an exceptionally important neighborhood: 
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to the east lies Pakistan, the second largest islamic 
nation in the world, and likely armed with dozens 
of nuclear weapons; to the northeast is China, with 
growing regional energy and security interests; 
across the north, tajikistan, Uzbekistan, and turk-
menistan, three former states of the soviet Union, 
are struggling against internal forces of instability 
while confronting powerful neighbors; and to the 
west is iran, whose looming nuclear program and 

support for terrorism in the region is cause for 
grave concern. this neighborhood defines strategic 
interest for the U.s. and the West—and within it, 
afghanistan remains a friendly state anxious to 
increase its connections to the West and especially 
to the U.s. at this juncture of history, the U.s. and 
its alliance partners in natO can ill afford to walk 
away from this region with any other outcome save 
long-term success in afghanistan. MR
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